
     

 

 

Rakie is a renown healer, visionary, author, inventor, and  trans-channel, bringing so 

much for 25 years from the realms of Metatron, the aggregate Collective 

consciousness,  Yeshua, and the other Great Ascended Ones Gone Before.      

Rakie’s “Metatron’s Wheel” © pictures how all space and time spirals toward  this 

moment… the culmination of the Sixth World and emergence of the Seventh World.   

It shows that the human heart is integral to the divine continuance of all kingdoms, 

all civilizations, all timelines, and all dimensions.   

We see that life calls us to create new realities with unconditional compassion and to understand 

how to complete and perfect the spheres and orbs of energies accumulated collectively and what is 

meant by “buck stops here and now”.  

 We have discovered so much of what is required to create outside of cause and effect, in alignment 

with Gaia, in full expression of the Great One Heart of Creator.  We are in awe of the gift of free will 

to the human child, as it is foundational to this 3-to-5-billion-year experiment and why we are in 

form. 

 We thank you for all your continuing endeavors to bring heaven on earth into its full expression.  

With compassion and humility, we join you in shining so much light and pure love into our trees, 

water, our sixty 14,000 foot mountains, 12 specified Pyramid Sites, persons, places, and events, 

that the inside out, or heart process, reaches every being on face of earth.  

We look forward to communications and adventures.  Please join us at 5 pm Saturday, visit our 

booth, and join for 4pm crystal burying ceremony vortex ceremony Sunday in the park. 

Love from the heartland and Moving Mountains Events, 

Rakie and Linda Rehkop   951 663 6021    Colorado Springs, Colorado 

RakieLetters@gmail.com 

Pictured in center is the 

Metatron’s Wheel©, now in 34 

countries.  To the right is an 

activated Crystalline Generator (c),      

for sale in our booth.  Purchases 

will include offer of discounted 

sessions for our Translated Light 

Talk Activations.  Please leave 

email or fb contact so we may 

invite you to Pyramid 

Activation Group 2020.   


